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New York MTA’s
Trip Planner uses
speech self-service.
MTA implements Trip Planner Voice –
delivers an exceptional caller experience.

Challenge
––Support for over 8.5 million
passengers a week with
inquiry support via phone
self-service
––Long wait times customers
experience on TIC phone lines
––Complex voice user interface
design required with extensive
grammar library

Solution
––Speech recognition
technology
––Caller experience services
including voice user interface
design and grammar
development
––Nuance Address
OpenSpeech® DialogModule™

About the company
New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA) provides subway, bus, and commuter train
service for the largest city in North America. It
serves over 14 million people in a 5,000 square
mile area fanning out from New York City through
Long Island, southeastern New York State and
Connecticut. Each year New Yorkers take 2.6
billion trips via MTA’s subways, buses, and trains,
with an average weekly ridership of over 8.5 million
passengers.

Results
–– Over 35% of inbound calls
are choosing self-service
––Self-service system delivering
information in less than a
minute (callers previously
using agents typically waited
over 3 minutes on hold alone)
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“This is another means by which we are improving
customer service and helping to satisfy requests for
information. Trip Planner Voice is a big step forward in
the effort to help give our customers easy access to
information that will help them travel to unfamiliar
destinations throughout the five boroughs.”
Paul Fleuranges
New York MTA Vice President for Corporate Communications

“Finding the easiest and fastest way to take a trip
should not be a chore. We are constantly working to
make the experience of using our subway and bus
system as easy as possible and this new element that
we have just added to Trip Planner goes a long way
towards achieving that goal.”
H. Dale Hemmerdinger
New York MTA Chairman

Environment
In the city that never sleeps, fast pace is commonplace.
New Yorkers tend to be demanding customers with high
expectations for service. They want immediate answers
to questions and fast, easy access to information. As a
result, the MTA and its operating agencies are always
seeking ways to improve the customer experience.
Three years ago, as part of its ongoing commitment to
customer satisfaction, the MTA launched Trip Planner,
an award-winning online itinerary service that makes it
easier for bus and subway customers to access travel
directions to unfamiliar destinations. Today, over 18,000
customers use the online Trip Planner on a daily basis
to access accurate directions, fare information, walking
distances, and scheduled connections to and from other
transit modes and transfers.
Even with the successful launch of Trip Planner, the
MTA’s Travel Information Center (TIC) continues to
receive high volumes of customer calls each day,
resulting in long wait times in queue. Therefore, the MTA

decided the next logical step was to add a voice component to Trip Planner that would:
––Provide customers with the ability to access travel
information via the phone at their convenience through
an automated system.
––Reduce the wait time customers experience on TIC
phone lines.
In 2008 the MTA set out to develop Trip Planner Voice,
a new self-service, phone-based travel information
service. Trip Planner Voice would allow customers to
call the MTA’s main travel information number 24 hours
a day, seven days a week to obtain up-to-date bus and
subway travel itinerary information for New York City’s
five boroughs. By guiding callers through a series of
easy-to-understand prompts, Trip Planner Voice would
enable them to plan accurate routes over MTA’s public
transportation system and get service alerts and detour
information – without having to talk to a live agent.
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“The Trip Planner Voice system acts as a virtual
customer service agent. By taking advantage of the
efficiencies this technology provides, we’re able to
extend the number of hours callers can obtain travel
plans while simultaneously providing our agents with
the time to interact with customers that have complex
requests that require more attention.”
Greg Bullock, New York MTA Senior Director of System Administration for Customer Services

Challenges
The ambitious Trip Planner Voice project presented some
major challenges, including the complexity of the voice
user interface design and the extensive grammar library
needed to incorporate the sheer number of New York City
street names. Locator applications are typically based
on zip codes, but since commuters may not know the zip
codes of their current location and destination, the MTA’s
system would require a different approach. To understand
the caller’s inquiry, the system would need to incorporate
an extensive grammar set including tens of thousands of
street names, landmarks, and points of interest, as well
as hundreds of bus, subway, and rail stations.
Further complicating the speech design were the
various location pronunciations widely used by the caller
population. For example, Houston Street, famously
pronounced by most New Yorkers as “House-ton Street”
is sometimes pronounced like the city in Texas. HoytSchermerhorn, an intersection and train stop in Brooklyn,
also has multiple accepted pronunciations.
Another significant design obstacle was the fact that
many subway stations are known by the same name.
For example, if a caller wanted to plan a route and said
“14th Street”, rather than “14th Street Union Square” as
the starting point, Trip Planner Voice would require the
intelligence to prompt for clarification. Because many
subway stations contain “14th Street” as part of their
names, clarification is needed to provide the back-end
system with the specific point of origin for accurate route
planning.
Solution
After evaluating available options, the MTA decided that
they would need to implement a solution that would use

a combination of three technologies for its Trip Planner
Voice system. The MTA chose Nuance Communications
to provide speech recognition functionality and Caller
Experience Services, including voice user interface design
and grammar development; Trapeze Group to deliver
route and schedule data retrieval through an interface to
the traveler information solution; and Aspect consulting
services to link the Nuance and Trapeze solutions together
and to build the logic behind the interaction.
Trip Planner Voice is among the most complex speech
systems in existence today. It features one of the largest
grammar sets ever deployed to accommodate the city’s
extensive location options and range of possible caller
pronunciations. As part of its Caller Experience Services,
Nuance Professional Services studied the caller demographics and designed grammars for optimal use by
local users and repeat callers. For example, Trip Planner
Voice’s custom grammars include over 21,000 intersections in the city’s largest borough of Queens alone.
The grammars also include local jargon commonly used
by New York residents to ensure superior recognition
results. In addition, creative customizations to Nuance’s
Address OpenSpeech® DialogModule™ enable Trip
Planner Voice to recognize addresses within a borough,
rather than the typical zip code location finder.
The new automated solution can be used by up to
96 callers simultaneously. It allows callers to choose
origination and destination points by a variety of methods – actual street addresses, intersections, points of
interest and subway stops. If clarification is required, the
system offers callers options until it obtains the information necessary to process the request. The system then
delivers spoken directions through a combination of live
recordings and text to speech (TTS) playback.
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As an added benefit, the system automatically attaches
TTS playback of service alerts or detour information
associated with subway lines or bus routes included
in the caller’s travel itinerary. At any point during the
interaction, the caller can say “agent” to opt out of the
self-service system and be automatically routed to a live
agent.
Results
The MTA’s new Trip Planner Voice self-service system
has reduced the hold times for callers waiting for an
available TIC agent, thereby giving New Yorkers back
one of their most precious commodities: time. On
average 4,560 customers call the TIC daily, all of which
were being handled by agents prior to implementing Trip
Planner Voice. Once deployed, initial usage was promising, with as many as 20 percent opting to use the new
self-service system for planning their travel route. This
figure nearly doubled after pilot tuning was complete to
over 35 percent on weekdays and 40 percent on weekends. These figures may continue to increase as callers
become more aware of and familiar with the system’s
ease of use and capabilities. Additionally, callers who
previously waited an average of over 3 minutes in queue
for an agent are now obtaining the information they need
in less time. This reinforces the fact that callers wish to
get information when it is convenient for them, quickly,
anytime and anywhere. Customers feel in control,
improving customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Trip Planner Voice is expected to help the MTA reduce
operating costs by decreasing dependence on live
agents and shortening call times required to provide
customers with the travel information they need.

According to industry benchmark data*, the average
cost per inbound call in a transportation contact center
is $6.11. Much of this expense is associated with agent
labor costs and extended call length while callers wait for
an agent in queue. Through the use of speech-enabled
self-service technology, Trip Planner Voice has the
potential of saving millions of dollars annually by offloading calls from agents and reducing call handle times.
Next steps
The success of a self-service application is measured
by how effectively it meets caller’s needs and how
efficiently it enables callers to complete transactions.
For that reason, Trip Planner Voice has undergone it’s
first tuning, resulting in a 100% increase in self-service
usage. System tunings are performed to further enhance
usability, recognition accuracy and performance.
Nuance Professional Services implemented the tunings – using extensive data and metrics accumulated
from incoming calls – employing proven industry best
practices. These post-deployment tunings adjust for
changes in caller behavior over time to ensure that the
speech application, including its call flow, prompts and
grammars, enables highly efficient interactions, optimal
recognition accuracy and ultimately happy customers.
A second tuning is underway and additional gains are
anticipated.
Today, Trip Planner Voice is available in English, but a
Spanish version is currently in development. The MTA is
looking forward to further improving the overall customer
experience by making the system accessible to New
York City’s Spanish-speaking population.
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